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Interventions organized into four aspirational goals

1 ADULT CALIFORNIANS CAN ACCESS TRAINING AND COACHING
FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Californian adults have the skills training and coaching support to
address the unique needs of adult workers and job-seekers to
keep pace with rapid technological change

•

Aspirational goal
current state and
context

•

Aspirational goal
potential future state

•

Potential tracking
metrics for aspirational
goal

POST-SECONDARY TRAINING CAN PREPARE CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOOD CAREERS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY
Quality training is available and accessible for Californian adults
to prepare for placement and success in good paying jobs

•

Prioritized list of
potential interventions

•

Filtering score of
potential interventions

DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS CAN HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE
GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
User-friendly skills, jobs, and wage data that helps workers decide
what careers to pursue, the required skills for placement and job
success, and where to get them through partnership with leading
CA tech and user-design companies

•

Deep dive of one
potential prioritized
intervention

2 CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS CAN HAVE THE ABILITY TO UNLOCK
GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in
work-based learning opportunities that create a strong pipeline of
skilled talent
3

4

Content in each section:

2

LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Overview: Adult Californians can access training and coaching for
lifelong skills development
Current state and context
• Automation has the potential to disproportionately impact
low- and middle-wage occupations and accelerates the
need for adults to develop new skills over their lifetimes
– Occupations in retail, food services and manufacturing
are at the highest risk for job displacement, which
could exacerbate California’s income inequality
(California currently has the 3rd highest state income
inequality)
• The population of adult learners is expected to11
grow
substantially (e.g., share of adults 25+ enrolled in higher
education is projected to grow 17% by 2025)
• Adult learners have different needs from traditional
students – such as a need for more flexible timing and
structure
– Adults are driving demand for online learning (e.g.,
growth in enrollment at online learning platforms like
SNHU and University of Phoenix is driven
disproportionately by adults 25+)

Potential future state
• California offers flexible and
dynamic adult learning
programs that adapt quickly
to changing labor market
needs
• All Californian adults could
benefit from effective
coaching throughout their
lives, which improves program
completion and career
outcomes
• Training is accessible and
available to all ~30M
Californians 25+, regardless of
age or employment status
• California has the shortest
time unemployed between
jobs across age groups (Dec
2018 average duration of 21.8
weeks unemployed)

Source: CA Fact Pack January 2019
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Deep dive: Potential tracking metrics to measure progress to lifelong
skills development and coaching
Potential future state
California offers flexible and dynamic
adult learning programs that adapt to
changing labor market needs

Potential tracking metrics

• % of 25+ Californians enrolled in part/full-time training programs
• Labor force participation rate
• Number of distance training programs, average cost of distance
training programs

Californian adults can benefit from
effective coaching throughout their
lives, which improves program
completion and career outcomes

Training is accessible and available to
all ~30M Californians 25+, regardless
of age or employment status

•
•
•
•
•

Number of per capita evening community college training programs
% of 25+ Californians with access to coaching
Average wait time to access coach
Length of coaching sessions
Number of recurring coaching sessions, time between coaching
sessions

• % of 25+ Californians enrolled in part/full-time training programs
• % of 25+ Californians who have student debt, average amount of
student debt

• % of 25+ Californians who cite financial hardship as primary reason to
not pursue adult learning

California has the shortest time
unemployed between jobs across age
groups

• Average time between jobs
• Average duration of unemployment

Metrics should be tracked by region, income, and demographic group to ensure equity in delivery
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 We identified many interventions with the potential to address
each aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities
Details to follow

Potential priority intervention

Lifelong skill development and coaching - potential California interventions1

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Lifelong learning skills accounts: Establish worker-owned portable accounts that job seekers and workers can use for
pre-approved training and education that is right for them, regardless of their employment status or geographic
region over their lifetimes
Coaching Corps for adults: Give California career coaches the tools and professional development needed to serve
adult workers and job seekers in a dynamic labor market across California’s regions
Online community college: Expand and develop California’s statewide, online-only community college focused on
short, career-oriented certificates to benefit adults with unique needs for flexible learning
Micro-credentials for high demand skills: Partner with training providers to offer micro-credential programs based on
projected high-demand skills to accelerate upskilling and increase occupational mobility
11
Basic work preparedness services: Partner workforce centers with local communication skills and English language
providers to deliver services to job seekers in need. Improvement in these transferrable skills allows those Californians
to expand their training and job options (18% who say they do not speak English well)
Independent work training for unemployed: Partner with providers to connect and train unemployed for
independent work by developing digital and entrepreneurial skills. Adults in California can benefit from the flexibility
of independent work either as primary or supplementary source of income
Mid-career employment services: Encourage local workforce boards to adopt job training programs focused on
job search skills and resources (e.g., assessments and employer referrals). Californians can volunteer their existing
skills from past experience in return for services
Training units on wheels: Create training units that can travel statewide to regions in need for specific high-demand
occupations (e.g., healthcare in Fresno) at no cost to employers and give adults a flexible, quality learning option
1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 More detail: Potential interventions were filtered based on CA
relevance and impact at scale
Prioritized

Similar
examples1

Potential California interventions

CA
relevance

Low

Impact at
scale

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Medium

High

Feasibility

Lifelong learning skills accounts: Establish worker-owned portable accounts
that workers can use for pre-approved training and education that is right for
them, regardless of their employment status or geographic region

H

H

Long-term

Coaching Corps for adults: Give California career coaches tools and
professional development to serve adult workers and jobseekers in the
dynamic labor market across California’s regions

H

H

Near-term

Online community college: Expand and develop California’s statewide,
online-only public college focused on short, career-oriented certificates to
benefit adults with unique needs for flexible learning

H

H

Long-term

Micro-credentials for high demand skills: Partner with training providers to
offer micro-credential programs based on projected high-demand skills to
accelerate upskilling and increase occupational mobility

H

M

Long-term

Basic work preparedness services: Partner workforce centers with local
communication skills and English language providers to deliver services.
Improving these transferrable skills with the ~18% of Californians with lagging
language skills allows them to expand their training and job options

M

L

Near-term

Independent work training for unemployed: Partner with providers to
connect and train unemployed for independent work through providing
digital and entrepreneurial skills. Adults in California can benefit from the
flexibility of independent work either as primary or supplementary income as
they upskill themselves

H

L

Long-term

Mid-career employment services: Encourage local workforce boards to
adopt job training programs focused on job search skills and resources
including assessments and employer referrals. Californians can volunteer
their existing skills from past experience in return for services

M

M

Long-term

Training units on wheels: Create training units that can travel to statewide to
regions in need for specific high-demand occupations (e.g., healthcare in
Fresno) at no cost to employer and give adults a flexible learning option

M

L

Near-term

11

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Prioritized intervention detail: Lifelong learning skills accounts (1/3)
ADULT CALIFORNIANS ACCESS THE TRAINING AND COACHING FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Skills training and coaching support address the unique needs of adult workers and job-seekers to
keep pace with rapid technological change

2M Californians

Potential impact at scale

(assuming 8% adoption)

Progression to aspiration
Current state
Californian adults pay for
adult learning programs;
Adults can access free online
community college in Fall
2019 for three training
programs

Progress
Skills accounts are created
for unemployed or high-risk
job displacement adults to
spend at programs across
the state; coaching services
provided in a structure
needed for adult learners
(e.g., digital coaches)

Potential Future State
All Californians are given
skills accounts and those in
need use them across their
lifetimes; all CA training
providers accept skills
accounts; coaching and
support services are
accessible and adopted for
adult learners
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Prioritized intervention detail: Lifelong learning skills accounts (2/3)
ADULT CALIFORNIANS ACCESS THE TRAINING AND COACHING FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

REGIONAL PARITY
ACROSS CALIFORNIA

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL CA
POPULATIONS

CA GOVERNMENT AS
ROLE MODEL EMPLOYER
AND PURCHASER

ü Rollout strategy could start in regions where current adult populations
have highest unemployment or underemployment
§ Unemployment rate in Fresno and Bakersfield is 50% higher than
the state average, so pilots could be focused in those regions for
large impact and proof of concept

ü A focus on at-risk adults could allow the state to create programs that
are inclusive of people with diverse backgrounds
§ Trainings that accept skills accounts could be accessible in
different languages and include English language courses
§ Programs could be designed to be flexible and suit the unique
needs of adults (e.g., virtual attendance, pre-recorded modules)
ü The state could encourage state-funded post-secondary training
providers to accept skills accounts
ü The state could encourage private employers to hire re-trained
workers
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LIFELONG LEARNING AND COACHING

1 Prioritized intervention detail: Lifelong learning skills accounts (3/3)
ADULT CALIFORNIANS ACCESS THE TRAINING AND COACHING FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Potential immediate actions
1.

2.

Identify best-in-class skills accounts pilots
from around the world and meet with
leaders to understand opportunities,
challenges, applicability to California
Identify who in the administration will own the
intervention end-to-end and grant necessary
decision-making authority to enable
execution

3.

Explore funding sources such as foundations
and philanthropists for lifelong learning skills
accounts

4.

Develop relevant materials to share with
potential funding sources (assuming design
choice to use philanthropists or external
funding sources)

Potential design questions
• What is the ramp-up plan for lifelong learning
skills accounts?
• How can California pilot skills accounts and
how to prioritize populations for piloting (e.g.,
region-based, recently unemployed)?
• How much funding per Californian?
• How will skills accounts be funded (e.g., state,
philanthropy)?
• What, if any, are the limitations to how
Californians can spend their credits (e.g., at
accredited post-secondary training providers,
for specific in-demand skills programs for
adults)?
• How can California prevent or limit fraud?
• How will California measure success for skills
accounts?
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Interventions organized into four aspirational goals

1 ADULT CALIFORNIANS CAN ACCESS TRAINING AND COACHING
FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Californian adults have the skills training and coaching support to
address the unique needs of adult workers and job-seekers to
keep pace with rapid technological change

•

Aspirational goal
current state and
context

•

Aspirational goal
potential future state

•

Potential tracking
metrics for aspirational
goal

POST-SECONDARY TRAINING CAN PREPARE CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOOD CAREERS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY
Quality training is available and accessible for Californian adults
to prepare for placement and success in good paying jobs

•

Prioritized list of
potential interventions

•

Filtering score of
potential interventions

DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS CAN HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE
GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
User-friendly skills, jobs, and wage data that helps workers decide
what careers to pursue, the required skills for placement and job
success, and where to get them through partnership with leading
CA tech and user-design companies

•

Deep dive of one
potential prioritized
intervention

2 CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS CAN HAVE THE ABILITY TO UNLOCK
GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in
work-based learning opportunities that create a strong pipeline of
skilled talent
3

4

Content in each section:
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Overview: California employers can have the ability to unlock good
job opportunities for current and future workers
Current state and context
• Despite a large labor force and relatively high
unemployment in California, many employers have jobs
that go unfilled (e.g., in California, 1.88 unemployed
individuals for every job vs. 1.57 nationwide)
• Fewer than half of all employers feel graduates or new
hires are prepared for their jobs, indicating a mismatch in
workforce skills acquired and demanded
– Companies have limited presence or influence on
curriculum development for post-secondary programs
• Businesses are in a strong position to become talent
creators in the community as they face skills shortages
and competition for top talent

Potential future state
Critical mass of California
companies could:
• Adopt skills-based hiring
practices based on an
understanding of in-demand
skills
• Partner with post-secondary
training providers to align
curriculum with industry needs
and make the skills needed for
employment and
advancement clear to current
workers and job seekers
• Make meaningful investments
in current and potential
workers, through investment in
upskilling and work-based
learning opportunities

Source: CA Fact Pack January 2019
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Deep dive: Potential tracking metrics to measure progress towards
California employers adopting skills-based practices
Potential future state
Critical mass of CA companies adopt
skills-based hiring based on an
understanding of their in-demand
skills

Critical mass of CA companies
partner with post-secondary training
providers to align curriculum with
industry needs and make skills needs
for employment and advancement
clear to current workers and jobseekers
Critical mass of CA companies make
meaningful investments in current
and future workers, through
investment in upskilling and workbased learning opportunities

Potential tracking metrics

• % of job openings that list skills required
• % of employers with public commitment to hire based on skills
• % of post-secondary students who choose their degree/major based
on skills needed for career pathways

• #, % of participants who obtain an employer-funded apprenticeship or
internship

• # of CTE placements in growth sectors (e.g., healthcare, education, IT)
• % of courses with curricula based in part on industry input
• % of programs that result in industry-endorsed certifications or degrees
• # of employers who commit to trainings for their employees
• # of hours employees spend in training (including skill development)
• # of employer-designed and delivered training programs accessible to
non-employees

Metrics should be tracked by region, income, and demographic group to ensure equity in delivery
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

2 We identified many interventions with the potential to
address the aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (1/2)
Details to follow

Potential priority intervention

Employers unlock good job opportunities - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Employers recruit and hire based on skills: Celebrate employers who hire based on skills and competencies. Publicly
highlight the advantages of skills-based hiring for employers and workers across regions, including a broader pool of
skilled talent, a more diverse workforce, lower recruiting costs, and improved retention rates
Employer created work-based learning programs: Support employers who partner with local community colleges to
develop curriculum, create internships and apprenticeships, and guarantee or prioritize job placement and salary.
This intervention includes employer led workforce training grants. For example, community colleges in Fresno could
partner with healthcare employers to co-develop nursing pathways
Industry alignment on in-demand competencies: Engage employers and workforce boards to develop a set of
industry-led competencies that can be made public and build job seeker awareness of skills needed. For example,
IT skills can be codified by Californian employers to help them source talent locally
11
Employer-funded upskilling or training reimbursement: Celebrate employers
who invest in upskilling of their current
workforce or provide tuition reimbursement for workers to build in-demand skills. For example, workers in
manufacturing or retail could upskill to higher wage managerial roles as well as parallel jobs that have a lower risk of
displacement (e.g., product design)
Employer visits for local communities: Support employers who offer workplace tours and visits at their facilities to
change perceptions of 21st century jobs that do not require a four year degree

Region-based partnerships: Convene industry leaders in regions to build common training initiatives,
apprenticeships, and share best practices to re-engage local communities around local high-growth industries (e.g.,
advanced agriculture in Bakersfield)
Prepaid job training and support services: Facilitate partnerships for local employers and select community colleges
to prepay job training tuition for entry level workers and provide support services to close the forecasted supplydemand gaps (e.g., in Healthcare) in California
1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

2 We identified many interventions with the potential to
address the aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (2/2)
Potential priority intervention

Employers unlock good job opportunities - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Rebrand and expand apprenticeships: Partner with the Division of Apprenticeship Standards (DAS) to rebrand
apprenticeships as a desirable career path and increase opportunities in fast-growing sectors like healthcare or IT

Technical skills job training: Partner local government leaders with employers and training providers to pinpoint the
skills needed for a career in a growing industry (e.g., education for digital careers) for that specific region

11 and within community colleges job postings
Virtual and remote work promotion: Encourage roles on local job boards
that are virtual or remote for job seekers and students who are not in major metropolitan areas (e.g., Visalia workers
could pursue virtual jobs at high-growth Silicon Valley companies)

Regional startup accelerators: Partner with investors and incubators to run entrepreneur centers and competitions to
leverage California’s access to technology and venture capital

(New) primary caregiver workforce reintegration: Support employer-led and funded retraining courses and parttime guidance to ensure long term labor force participation for Californian primary caregivers so they can have
relevant skills to continue advancing their careers

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 More detail: Potential interventions were filtered based on CA
relevance and impact at scale (1/2)
Prioritized

Employers unlock good job opportunities - potential California
interventions1

Similar
examples1

CA relevance

Low

Impact at
scale

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Medium

High

Feasibility

Employers recruit and hire based on skills: Celebrate employers who hire
based on skills and competencies. Publicly highlight the advantages of
skills-based hiring for employers and workers across regions, including: a
broader pool of skilled talent, a more diverse workforce, lower recruiting
costs, and improved retention

M

H

Near-term

Employer created work-based learning programs: Support employers
who partner with local CCs to develop curriculum, create internships and
apprenticeships, and guarantee or prioritize job placement and salary.
This intervention includes employer led workforce training grants. CCs in
Fresno could partner with Healthcare employers to co-develop nursing
pathways

H

M

Long-term

Industry alignment on in-demand competencies: Engage employers and
workforce boards to develop a set of industry-led competencies that can
be made public to promote. IT skills can be codified by Californian 11
employers to help them source talent locally

H

M

Near-term

Employer-funded upskilling or training reimbursement: Celebrate
employers who invest in upskilling of their current workforce or provide
tuition reimbursement for workers to build in-demand skills. Workers in
manufacturing or retail in Fresno could upskill to higher wage managerial
roles as well as parallel jobs (e.g., product design) with less risk of
displacement

H

M

Near-term

Employer visits for local communities: Celebrate employers who offer
workplace exploration at their facilities to change perceptions of 21st
century jobs that do not require a four year degree

H

M

Near-term

Region-based partnerships: Convene industry leaders in regions to build
common training initiatives, apprenticeships, and share best practices to
re-engage local communities around regional industries (e.g., advanced
agriculture in Bakersfield)

H

M

Near-term

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 More detail: Potential interventions were filtered based on CA
relevance and impact at scale (2/2)
Prioritized

Similar
examples1

Potential California interventions

CA relevance

Low

Impact at
scale

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Medium

High

Feasibility

Prepaid job training and support services: Facilitate partnerships for
local employers and select community colleges to prepay job training
tuition for entry level workers and provide support services to close the
large forecasted supply-demand gaps (e.g., in Healthcare) in California

M

M

Near-term

Rebrand and expand apprenticeships: Partner with DAS to rebrand
apprenticeships as a more desirable career path, and increase
apprenticeship opportunities in fast-growing sectors like IT and health
care

H

M

Long-term

Technical skills job training: Partner local government leaders with
employers and training providers to pinpoint the key skills needed for a
career in a growing industry (e.g., education for digital careers) for that
specific region

M

M

Long-term

Virtual and remote work promotion: Encourage roles on local job boards /
community colleges that are virtual or remote for large employers not
located in large regions (e.g., Visalia workers could pursue jobs at highgrowth Silicon Valley companies)

M

M

Long-term

Regional startup accelerators: Partner with investors and incubators to run
entrepreneur centers and competitions to leverage CA’s access to
technology and venture capital

M

M

Near-term

(New) mom workforce reintegration: Support free employer-led retraining
courses, and part-time guidance to ensure long term labor force
participation for Californian primary caregivers so they can have
updated and relevant skills to continue advancing their careers

M

L

Near-term

Healthcare employers and community college collaboration: Facilitate
partnerships for healthcare employers to prepay job training tuition for
entry level workers and provide support services to close the supplydemand gap

H

M

Long-term

11

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

Spectrum of government activities

2 There is a spectrum of potential actions that the administration
could take to encourage behavior
Activity category

Potential example activities

Encourage and
celebrate
successes

•

Endorse and
champion best
practices

•

Collect best practices in work-based
learning programs and share publicly for
other employers to follow

• Which of these
activities should be
explored?

Role model as
employer

•

Serve as a role-model in skills-based
hiring

Convene
stakeholders

•

11 leading employers, educators,
Gather
and policymakers to align on
competencies for high-demand jobs

• As potential
interventions
progress, how can
the administration’s
role evolve?

Identify and publicly celebrate
employers who are already hiring based
on skills

Role model as
purchaser

•

Use purchasing power to give
preference when awarding contracts to
employers who adopted best practices

Provide incentives

•

Provide one-time grants or tax credits to
employers to reimburse workers’ tuition
or certificate trainings

Mandate or require

•

Issue executive order requiring all
employers to hire a share of their jobs
based on skills

Key design questions

• How should
employers be
engaged to
provide input and
validate the
interventions?
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Example: Government could encourage employers to unlock
opportunities for current and future workers by celebrating
adoption of multiple skills-based best practices
Example: “2,500 employers committed to creating good opportunities for CA workforce by 2025”
Components of a potential commitment

q

Removal of degree requirements from hiring

q

Expansion of internships, apprenticeships in future middle- and high-wage occupations

q

Co-development of curriculum for in-demand skills with training providers or workforce
boards

q

Investments (or tuition reimbursement) for all employees to develop new skills

q

Sponsored employer visits and workplace exploration

• 2,500 employers constitutes ~35% of California’s ~7K businesses with 250+ employees
• Employers could be rated as bronze, silver, and gold based on the number of components
achieved, following the analogy of LEED certification
• As one of the largest employers in California, the state could be the first to adopt practices

18

EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Prioritized intervention detail: Employer “2,500 by 2025” skills-based
certification (1/3)
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS UNLOCK GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
2,500 California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in work-based learning
opportunities that create a strong pipeline of skilled talent by 2025

60K career pathways1,
2,500 employers

Potential impact at scale
Progression to aspiration
Current state
One-off partnerships
between employers and
educators exist in some MSAs
(e.g., SEIU/Allied Healthcare
in LA) but often not at scale
across California; benefits of
employer-led training and
engagement is not widely
discussed

Progress
State commits to “2,500 by
2025” initiative and adopts
all best-in-class practices, 10
of CA’s Fortune 500
companies make
commitment, one of the
largest employers in each
MSA gets certified

1 Estimate if 2,500 employers impact 10% of jobs (2,500 employers with at least 250 employees each)

Potential future state
2,500 employers make the
commitment with
representation from the
majority of top employers in
each MSA; early adopters
show, publicize progress;
State celebrates employers
with “Champions of
Change” event
19

EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Prioritized intervention detail: Employer “2,500 by 2025” skills-based
certification (2/3)
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS UNLOCK GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS

REGIONAL PARITY
ACROSS CALIFORNIA

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL CA
POPULATIONS

CA GOVERNMENT AS
ROLE MODEL EMPLOYER
AND PURCHASER

ü Rollout strategy could start in regions with the relatively high
unemployment or underemployment
§ Unemployment rate in Fresno and Bakersfield is 50% higher than
the state average, certification encouragement could focus on
regional employers (e.g., Zacky Farms) to build momentum in atrisk regions
ü A focus on at-risk populations could allow the state to create
programs that are inclusive of people with diverse backgrounds
§ Employer visits could be targeted for populations with certain
circumstances (e.g., historically under-represented
demographics, unemployed)

ü CA government could role model by becoming the first to pledge and
subsequently meet highest level of certification
ü CA government could encourage private employers to commit to
certification through its procurement strategy
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EMPLOYERS UNLOCK OPPORTUNITY

2 Prioritized intervention detail: Employer “2,500 by 2025” skills-based
certification (3/3)
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS UNLOCK GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
Potential immediate actions
1.

2.

Define the best-in-class practices for
employers to adopt and criteria to
complete (e.g., degree requirement
removal for 10% of all job openings in
California; 5% of all filled jobs come from
apprentices)
Define the requirements to complete the
certification (e.g., adopt three of the five
best-in-class practices vs. all)

Potential design questions
• What department will spearhead this
intervention? And how will this department
ensure coordination amongst many
stakeholders. What mechanisms are in place to
do so?
• Which CA employers (across regions) have
already adopted some or all of these best
practices today?
• When defining best-in-class practices, what is
the predominant outcome to optimize (e.g.,
overall employment, # of apprenticeships, jobs
in specific regions, jobs for specific populations,
industry diversification)?

3.

Identify top employers from across
California who are already exhibiting bestin-class practices for early partnerships

4.

Connect with top employers and other
groups to refine certification requirements

• How will the government encourage employers
to commit (e.g., spectrum of activity n can
range from encourage to mandate)

5.

Align on short list of early commitments for
announcement

• What are the benefits an employer receives
and how else can employers be encouraged?
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Interventions organized into four aspirational goals

1 ADULT CALIFORNIANS CAN ACCESS TRAINING AND COACHING
FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Californian adults have the skills training and coaching support to
address the unique needs of adult workers and job-seekers to
keep pace with rapid technological change

•

Aspirational goal
current state and
context

•

Aspirational goal
potential future state

•

Potential tracking
metrics for aspirational
goal

POST-SECONDARY TRAINING CAN PREPARE CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOOD CAREERS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY
Quality training is available and accessible for Californian adults
to prepare for placement and success in good paying jobs

•

Prioritized list of
potential interventions

•

Filtering score of
potential interventions

DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS CAN HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE
GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
User-friendly skills, jobs, and wage data that helps workers decide
what careers to pursue, the required skills for placement and job
success, and where to get them through partnership with leading
CA tech and user-design companies

•

Deep dive of one
potential prioritized
intervention

2 CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS CAN HAVE THE ABILITY TO UNLOCK
GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in
work-based learning opportunities that create a strong pipeline of
skilled talent
3

4

Content in each section:
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POST-SECONDARY TRAINING PROVIDERS

3 Overview: Post-Secondary training can prepare Californians for
good careers in a changing economy
Current state and context
• Capacity challenges prevent Californians from accessing
affordable training (~45% of high school grads meet UC/CSU
requirements, but 32K were turned away)
– Students who turn to community colleges to fill the gap,
often do not meet their intended goal to transfer or
graduate (e.g., only ~40% of Los Angeles community
college students who intend to transfer do so partially due
to capacity challenges)
• Degree completion does not guarantee job readiness,
11
indicating a mismatch in curriculum and preparedness (e.g.,
<50% of grads feel they are adequately prepared for jobs)
– Many CA-based companies have moved away from
college degrees as the only measure of competencies
(e.g., Apple, Google have eliminated degree
requirements for some job openings)
• Post-secondary training providers do not routinely measure or
report on outcomes metrics (e.g., job placement,
employment over time, skills-demanded), creating imperfect
information for students, workers, and job seekers

Potential future state
Critical mass of postsecondary training providers
could:
• Make training accessible,
time efficient, and
affordable for every resident
who needs it
• Partner with employers in
sectors of high-growth (e.g.,
healthcare, IT) to
understand and nimbly
adapt curricula to develop
skills which lead to good
jobs, now and in the future
• Publicize outcome-based
performance metrics that
measure job placement
and success, not just
program completion

Source: CA Fact Pack January 2019
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3 Deep dive: Potential tracking metrics to measure progress towards
outcomes-based post-secondary training
Potential future state
Critical mass of post-secondary
training providers make training
accessible, efficient, and affordable
for every resident who needs it

Critical mass of post-secondary
training providers partner with
employers in sectors of high growth
(e.g., healthcare, IT) to understand
and nimbly adapt curricula to
develop skills which lead to good
jobs, now and in the future

Critical mass of post-secondary
training providers publicize outcomesbased performance metrics that
measure job placement and success,
not just program completion

Potential tracking metrics

•
•
•
•
•

% of graduates without student debt
Average student-debt
Wait time to enter post-secondary training programs
% of Californians who are turned away from training programs
% of students who leave post-secondary training programs due to
financial hardships

• % of courses with curricula based in part on industry input
• % employers, students who say graduates/new-hires are prepared for
workforce

• % of graduates from training programs with degrees/certificates that
are endorsed by industry or employers

• % of students with on-the-job experience
• % of post-secondary training providers who track a standardized set of
outcome-based performance metrics, such as:

–
–
–
–

Job placement rate, transfer rate
Skills utilization rate
Cost per student
Average graduates’ wage vs regional wage

• % of public funding based on outcome-based performance metrics
Metrics should be tracked by region, income, and demographic group to ensure equity in delivery
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NON-EXHAUSTIVE

3 We identified many interventions with the potential to address
each aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (1/2)
Details to follow

Potential priority intervention

Post-secondary training that prepares Californians - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Increased transparency and ROI metrics for post-secondary training: Announce standardized set of metrics for
publicly funded post-secondary training programs, encourage routine publishing, provide encouragement to high
performers (example metrics include: job placement rates, employment rates and wages by degree)

Stackable credentials: Encourage community colleges to give students an alternative to full-time degree programs
by allowing them to acquire shorter term credentials with clear labor market value. Students could work while they
study and continue to build on their credentials to access more advanced jobs and potentially higher wages
Services for at risk students: Give one-time completion grants to select students who are within 1 year of graduation
but who face financial hardships. Alternatively, ensure wraparound services are provided to at-risk students to
improve lagging completion and remove barriers to pursuing education
11
Pathway to transfer for high demand coursework: Guarantee admission to 4 year institution (e.g., CSU, UC) from
community college, contingent on completion of select coursework (e.g., courses that lead to occupations in highgrowth industries)
Finals replaced with certification exam: Encourage select community college courses to allow students to take an
industry accepted certification exam in place their school’s final exam (e.g., systems administration or QuickBooks
certifications, industry-recognized nursing certification instead of finals)
Regional technical centers: Develop technical training centers in select regions to grow local technical skills and
diversify competencies. Trainings could be co-designed and delivered by employers and design partners (e.g.,
IDEO) with a clear focus on local needs
Online advising system: Partner with a leading Californian university (e.g., Stanford Design school) to design an
eAdvisor system for community colleges that supports students in selecting the right courses at the right time and
mapping remaining courses needed to transfer

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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NON-EXHAUSTIVE

3 We identified many interventions with the potential to address
each aspirational goal, a few seemed to match priorities (2/2)
Potential priority intervention

Post-secondary training that prepares Californians - potential California interventions1

Existing CA example

Similar examples1

Digital guidance and reminders: Develop a third-party scalable program of automated prompts (e.g., deadlines),
digital guidance content for self-directed learning, coupled with 1:1 coaching and an alert and diagnostic system
designed to identify and help students in need. Partnerships in California with innovative companies in Healthcare
can help design systems of scalable diagnostics and behavior change
Veteran and Active Duty training program: Create a dedicated college that serves military and veteran students,
providing tailored services including free online tutoring, online degrees for long distance learning, and community
and financial support. California has 20M+ veterans and can provide benefits to them at scale
Predictive analytics to power pathways: Use big data to provide path to credential completion or transfer through
improved snapshot of progress and remaining journey, and personalized advice at scale (e.g., for CC students in
their final year)
11
9-14 school system: Build a combined academic system that provides students with a high school diploma and an
industry-recognized Associate’s degree, and relevant work experience in a growing field. Students can investing in
the right skills from earlier in their education journey so there is a fit against the needs of the growth sectors (e.g.,
healthcare)

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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3 More detail: Potential interventions were filtered based on CA
relevance and impact at scale (1/2)
Prioritized

Post-secondary training that prepares Californians - potential California
interventions1
Increased transparency and ROI metrics for post-secondary training:
Announce standardized set of metrics for publicly funded post-secondary
training programs, encourage routine publishing, provide
encouragement to high performers (example metrics include: job
placement rates, employment rates and wages by degree)

Similar
examples1

CA relevance

Low

Impact at
scale

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Medium

High

Feasibility

H

M

Long-term

H

M

Long-term

H

M

Near-term

Pathway to transfer for high demand coursework: Guarantee admission to
4 year institution (e.g., CSU, UC) from CC, contingent on completion of
select coursework (e.g., healthcare)

M

M

Long-term

Finals replaced with certification exam: Encourage select community
college courses to allow students to take an industry accepted
certification exam in place of final exam (e.g., systems administration or
QuickBooks certifications, industry-recognized nursing certification instead
of finals)

M

L

Near-term

M

Long-term

Stackable credentials: Encourage community colleges to give students
an alternative to full-time degree programs by allowing them to acquire
shorter term credentials with clear labor market value. Students could
work while they study and continue to build on their credentials to access
more advanced jobs and potentially higher wages
Services for at risk students: Give one-time completion grants to select
students who are within 1 year of graduation but who face financial
hardships. Alternatively, ensure wraparound services are provided to
11atrisk students to improve lagging completion and remove barriers to
pursuing education

Regional technical centers: Develop technical training centers in
selected regions to grow local technical skills and diversify competencies
in these areas. Trainings could be co-designed and delivered by
employers and a design partner (e.g., IDEO) with a clear focus on local
needs

M

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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3 More detail: Potential interventions were filtered based on CA
relevance and impact at scale (2/2)
Prioritized

Post-secondary training that prepares Californians - potential California
interventions1

Similar
examples1

CA relevance

Low

Impact at
scale

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

Medium

High

Feasibility

Online advising system: Partner with a leading Californian university
(e.g., Stanford Design school) to design an eAdvisor system for
community colleges to support students in selecting the right courses at
the right time, mapping courses needed to achieve transfer, and
enable administrators to plan capacity

M

M

Long-term

Digital guidance and reminders: Develop a third-party scalable program
of automated prompts (e.g., deadlines), digital guidance content for selfdirected learning, coupled with 1:1 coaching and an alert and
diagnostic system designed to identify and help students in need.
Partnerships in California with innovative companies in Healthcare can
help design systems of scalable diagnostics and behavior change.

M

M

Near-term

M

M

Long-term

Predictive analytics to power pathways: Use big data to provide path to
credential completion or transfer through improved snapshot of progress
and remaining journey, and personalized advice at scale (e.g., for CC
students in their final year)

M

M

Long-term

9-14 school system: Build a combined academic system that provides
students with a high school diploma and an industry-recognized
Associate’s degree, and relevant work experience in a growing field.
Students can investing in the right skills from earlier in their education
journey so there is a fit against the needs of the growth sectors (e.g.,
healthcare)

M

M

Long-term

Veteran and Active Duty training program: Create a dedicated college
11
that serves military and veteran students, providing tailored services
including free online tutoring, online degrees for long distance learning,
and community and financial support. California has 20M+ veterans and
can provide benefits to them at scale

1 See Case Study Appendix for more details
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3 Prioritized intervention detail: Transparent post-secondary metrics
(1/3)
TRANSPARENT POST-SECONDARY TRAINING OUTCOME-BASED METRICS
Transparent standardized set of outcome-based performance metrics could be routinely published
and accessible for Californians

Potential impact at scale

3.2M Californians

Progression to aspiration
Current state
Publicly available data is
sparse and not easily
accessible (only accessible
for students, disaggregated
across many platforms,
poorly marketed); training
providers are not formally
encouraged to improve
outcomes

Progress

Potential future state

Set of state endorsed
outcome-based metrics,
including calculation
methodology, defined and
shared to all post-secondary
training providers

All post-secondary training
providers publish ROI metrics
regularly. Stakeholders (e.g.,
jobs seekers, workers) can
easily access and
understand ROI metrics, use
materials to inform training
decisions
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3 Prioritized intervention detail: Transparent post-secondary metrics
(2/3)
TRANSPARENT POST-SECONDARY TRAINING OUTCOME-BASED METRICS

REGIONAL PARITY
ACROSS CALIFORNIA

ü Rollout strategy could start in regions where populations have
relatively high unemployment or underemployment, and lowest
completion rates
§ Potential students who understand the ROI of their postsecondary training could be drawn to regions with large supplydemand gaps and post-secondary training providers with
positive outcomes

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL CA
POPULATIONS

ü A focus on populations at-risk could allow CA to create programs that
are inclusive of people with diverse backgrounds and needs
§ Majority of programs could have an experiential component to
improve access for typically under-represented populations
§ Post-secondary training metrics including transfer and
employment pathways could be accessible regardless of
background

CA GOVERNMENT AS
ROLE MODEL EMPLOYER
AND PURCHASER

ü A significant portion of federal and state budget goes towards higher
education, that puts the state in a position to impact adoption
ü CA government could identify and promote ‘model’ training providers
ü CA government could lead the way by employing individuals who
have obtained stackable credentials
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3 Prioritized intervention detail: Transparent post-secondary metrics
(3/3)
TRANSPARENT POST-SECONDARY TRAINING OUTCOME-BASED METRICS
Potential immediate actions
1.

2.

3.

Identify high performing post-secondary
training providers across sectors and regions
in California that have demonstrated
progress against meaningful outcomes (e.g.,
job placement in area of study, average first
year full-time wage post-graduation by
major)
Connect with top-performers to understand
“what is working” and any active initiatives
that drive desired outcomes
Convene leaders from top post-secondary
training providers to define meaningful
metrics and align on calculation
methodology

Potential design questions
• What services are working best for at-risk
students across regions?
• What is the set of standardized metrics that
inform job seekers and workers’ decision
making?
• How will stakeholders across the ecosystem
access ROI information and how will the state
ensure standardization across all types of postsecondary training providers?
• How will the state encourage reporting, are
there ways to encourage publicly funded postsecondary training providers to participate?
• Will the state conduct audits to confirm
accuracy?
• What is the desired timeline for post-secondary
training providers to publish their metrics, how
frequently will metrics be refreshed?
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Interventions organized into four aspirational goals

1 ADULT CALIFORNIANS CAN ACCESS TRAINING AND COACHING
FOR LIFELONG SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Californian adults have the skills training and coaching support to
address the unique needs of adult workers and job-seekers to
keep pace with rapid technological change

•

Aspirational goal
current state and
context

•

Aspirational goal
potential future state

•

Potential tracking
metrics for aspirational
goal

POST-SECONDARY TRAINING CAN PREPARE CALIFORNIANS FOR
GOOD CAREERS IN A CHANGING ECONOMY
Quality training is available and accessible for Californian adults
to prepare for placement and success in good paying jobs

•

Prioritized list of
potential interventions

•

Filtering score of
potential interventions

DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS CAN HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE
GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
User-friendly skills, jobs, and wage data that helps workers decide
what careers to pursue, the required skills for placement and job
success, and where to get them through partnership with leading
CA tech and user-design companies

•

Deep dive of one
potential prioritized
intervention

2 CALIFORNIA EMPLOYERS CAN HAVE THE ABILITY TO UNLOCK
GOOD JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR CURRENT AND FUTURE WORKERS
California businesses adopt skills-based practices and invest in
work-based learning opportunities that create a strong pipeline of
skilled talent
3

4

Content in each section:
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USER-FRIENDLY DATA AND TOOLS

4 Overview: Data and technology tools can help Californians make
good career decisions
Current state and context
• Stakeholders in the labor market ecosystem lack a
centralized platform to access workforce related data
(including employment, wages, skills, career training and
matching)
– California’s state-provided workforce platforms are
largely limited to students at community colleges and
have low adoption rates (e.g., California’s
LaunchBoard averages only ~80K monthly views)
11
– Of the few databases that measure skills, data is
sparse, not granular, and inconsistent (e.g., current
databases do not report prerequisite skills for
enrollment or how skills translate to different career
pathways)
• Workforce coaching and support resources are not widely
available, leaving job seekers without guidance on how
to translate or use this limited data

Potential future state
California’s workforce data tools
and platforms could:
• Be centralized in a user-friendly
interface that is routinely
updated with the longitudinal
outcome-based metrics to
inform job seekers’ and
workers’ decisions
• Empower timely decisionmaking through sharing realtime labor force dynamics that
are linked to skills, training
programs and career
pathways
• Be integrated across public
platforms and use a common
taxonomy

Source: CA Fact Pack January 2019
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4 Deep dive: Potential tracking metrics to measure progress towards
user-friendly, data-driven tools
Potential future state
California’s workforce data platforms
are centralized in a user-friendly
interface that is routinely updated with
the longitudinal outcomes-based
metrics that inform job seekers’ and
workers’ decisions

California’s workforce data platforms
empower timely decision-making
through sharing real-time labor force
dynamics that are linked to skills,
training pathways, and career
pathways
California’s workforce data platforms
integrate across public platforms and
use a common taxonomy

Potential tracking metrics

•
•
•
•

Existence of centralized workforce data platform
% of population aware of the centralized platform
# of unique monthly views of centralized platform
% of training providers in the state that provide standard outcome
metrics for centralized platform

• # of occurrences that data system is down, inaccessible to users
• Adoption rate of platforms across job seekers, employers, educators
and coaches

• Frequency of data pushes for key outcome-based metrics (e.g., wages,
skills and job and training programs information)

• % of workforce systems using standard skills-based taxonomy
• % of post-secondary students accessing workforce platforms in last year
• # of career service providers/apps that to sync with the state workforce
platforms

Metrics should be tracked by region, income, and demographic group to ensure equity in delivery
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4 No state has perfected access to workforce data, but some
have promising examples of state-led initiatives
Promising practice

Middle skill
job platform?

Data transparency needs

CO

Mostly addressed

MN

Partially addressed

NJ

TN

Not addressed

WA

Is there a user-friendly platform for
middle-skill training and careers?
Is the necessary data centralized
on one platform?

Selected state platform for usage
comparison1

Is it used?

CA

Fully addressed

NON-EXHAUSTIVE

How many websites link to the
platform?

Salary
Surfer
15

College
in CO
23

Career Wise
166

NJTOPPS

TN
Reconnect

0

3

Career
Bridge
14

Is it well marketed / has strong
search engine optimization?

Best practice example: Washington Career Bridge has extensive marketing efforts to increase adoption
▪

Combination of radio broadcasts, tv advertisements / testimonials, and web advertisements on local news
sites to get the word out about Career Bridge

▪

At the start of the campaign, Career Bridge had <10K monthly visits; in 2017 they had 7M unique page views

1 Peer set selected based on breadth of information included and target audience; 2 Self-reported traffic data
SOURCE: National Skills Coalition, 2017
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4 Prioritized intervention detail: Publicly accessible longitudinal data
system (1/3)
DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS THAT HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
User-friendly skills, jobs, and wage data could help workers decide what careers to pursue, required
skills, and where to get them

Potential impact at scale

8M Californians

Progression to aspiration
Current state

Progress

Potential future state

CALPADS longitudinal data
system tracks K-12 students at
the individual level (SSID),
however the data is not
publicly accessible. Other
platforms such as
LaunchBoard don’t provide a
holistic view and are not
publicly accessible to all

Initial set of outcome metrics
to track across CA residents
lifetimes are identified,
partnerships with data and
cybersecurity expert
companies are established,
challenges, timeline and
planning are clarified

California has one
longitudinal data system that
tracks progression metrics
over lifetimes at an individual
level that is publicly
accessible and adopted by
many stakeholders to inform
decision making
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4 Prioritized intervention detail: Publicly accessible longitudinal data
system (2/3)
DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS THAT HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE GOOD CAREER DECISIONS

REGIONAL PARITY
ACROSS CALIFORNIA

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL CA
POPULATIONS

CA GOVERNMENT AS
ROLE MODEL EMPLOYER
AND PURCHASER

ü Centralized data systems could have potential to democratize the
skills data landscape across regions
§ Best practices from school counselors and coaches across
regions could be shared efficiently and at scale
§ Training providers in regions that struggle could attract more
students interested in high-demand sectors if outcome metrics
are accessible and favorable
ü A user friendly platform could result in better inclusion of people with
diverse backgrounds
§ Data could be accessible in different languages and include
simple language and visualization

ü The state could partner or hire those with experience in data systems
from some of the world’s most innovative technology companies that
are based across California
ü CA government could encourage private data companies to build
systems with its procurement strategy
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4 Prioritized intervention detail: Publicly accessible longitudinal data
system (3/3)
DATA AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS THAT HELP CALIFORNIANS MAKE GOOD CAREER DECISIONS
Potential immediate actions
1.

Define end-state for data system
experience for users across the labor market
ecosystem

2.

Generate use cases for end state system to
prioritize and value first inputs to go after

3.

Identify current data systems in California,
and compile comprehensive list of data
available and in what format

4.
5.

Identify which data systems are working well
today and for what regions
Assign a clear owner to drive crossdepartmental alignment and execution

Potential design questions
• Who has built a longitudinal data system well
(e.g., WA Career Bridge)? Who should the state
partner with (e.g., tech or design companies)?
How can the State connect with them to learn
best practices and understand the challenges
and timeline to launch?
• Who are the priority end-user(s) (e.g., coaches,
individuals, training providers)? What use-cases
will be initially prioritized?
• What data should be collected, in what format,
and how frequently?
• Does the state plan to roll-out the data system
at once or in phases? If in phases, what regions
to pilot first?
• How is the data stored and secured? What are
the legal and privacy considerations?
• Who are we collecting data from (e.g.,
employers, higher ed institutions, K-12 schools,
private training providers)?
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